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Seismic Sensor Misorientation Measurement
Using P-Wave Particle Motion: An Application
to the NECsaids Array
by Xin Wang, Qi-Fu Chen, Juan Li, and Shengji Wei

ABSTRACT

Seismic sensor orientation is one of the most critical parame-
ters for modern three-component seismological observation.
However, this parameter is easily subject to error imposed by
strong magnetic anomalies near the station or by human error
in declination calibration. It is therefore very important to in-
spect and correct for sensor misorientation before utilizing
three-component waveform data. In this study, we measured
the epoch-dependent sensor misorientation for our temporary
seismic array (NorthEast China Seismic Array to Investigate
Deep Subduction, or NECsaids) by analyzing P-wave particle
motions. We applied principal component analysis and the
minimizing transverse energy method to study earthquakes
with epicentral distance between 5° and 90° to estimate the
sensor misorientation. Our results show high consistency with
the direct gyrocompass measurements, with a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.95. Our statistical analysis suggests that we can es-
timate robust sensor misorientation utilizing 10 earthquakes
with high signal-to-noise ratio records and highly linear P-wave
polarizations. We also find that the influence of anisotropy or a
dipping interface produces a periodical pattern with back azi-
muth and is relatively small for our misorientation estimation.
By analyzing the amplitude change of synthetic seismograms
due to misorientation and taking into account the influence
of anisotropy and dipping interfaces, as well as the measure-
ment errors, we expect engineers to be able to orient seismic
sensors with error smaller than 3°.

Online Material: Table of the NECsaids Array sensor misor-
ientation estimation.

INTRODUCTION

Many modern seismological studies rely on precise three-
component waveform observations, such as focal-mechanism
inversions, shear-wave splitting, receiver function, normal
mode and surface-wave analysis. The recorded horizontal com-

ponents are often rotated to a radial–transverse (R-T) coordi-
nate to isolate the P–SV and SH energy. However, the back
azimuth, which is required for R-T rotation, is easily subject
to misalignment between the station sensor’s north component
(such as BHN) and the true north direction (Fig. 1). If there is
a sensor misorientation, the resulting R-T rotation will deviate
from the proper rotated system, which will affect the accuracy
and reliability of the following seismological studies.

Typically, a field engineer determines the sensor orienta-
tion during installation by finding true north, transferring a
reference line, and measuring the orientation of the sensor
relative to the reference line (Ringler et al., 2013). Using a
fiber-optic gyrocompass to find true north and a sunshot (such
as theodolite or Global Positioning System) to transfer the
reference line is one of the most accurate methods to assess the
sensor orientation. Unfortunately, the cost and weight of such
equipment restricts their availability for many temporary seis-
mic experiments. The most economic and common way to de-
termine north is to use a magnetic compass with a site-specific
declination correction and then align the instrument to north
using an orientation rod or a ruler. However, this method has
potentially large errors due to the influence of magnetic
material near the station (e.g., ore deposit, steel, or the sensor
itself ) or an incorrect declination. Significant errors may also
occur when transferring the north line to the instrument with
an orientation rod or ruler, particularly for the number of turns
required to transfer north from the surface to the sensor loca-
tion. In addition, the sensors are often reoriented during main-
tenance visits, reinstallation, or seismometer replacements,
which could reintroduce misorientation. Considerable error
may be introduced in the particular case in which no physical
marks are present near the sensor that may be used as a refer-
ence during reinstallation.

The inspection and correction of sensor misorientation
has been a basic and fundamental project for seismologists,
making use of methods such as the analysis of the polarizations
of long-period Rayleigh waves (Laske, 1995; Zha et al., 2013;
Rueda and Mezcua, 2015) and P waves (Schulte-Pelkum et al.,
2001; Niu and Li, 2011), as well as calculating the correlation
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between data and synthetic seismograms (Ekström and Busby,
2008). For example, by studying the polarization of intermedi-
ate-period surface waves, Laske (1995) reported 10 of the
Global Seismographic Network stations had 10° or more mi-
sorientation. By analyzing the time-dependent misorientation,
Rueda and Mezcua (2015) found that 32% of the Spanish
Broadband National Network stations had larger than 15° mi-
sorientation during operation. Niu and Li (2011) investigated
the direct P-wave particle motion and found that 270 stations
of the ∼800 stations in China Digital Seismic Network had
misorientations larger than 8°. For the USArray Transportable
Array and Backbone stations (473 stations by December
2007), 10.3% of the stations deviated 7° or more from their
reported orientation (Ekström and Busby, 2008).

These studies suggest that even for national and global
seismic networks operated by experienced field engineers,
sensor misorientation is a universal issue. Therefore, greater
attention is necessary when establishing sensor orientation,
particularly for temporary seismic experiments. In this study,
we calculated the misorientation of our temporary seismic
array (NorthEast China Seismic Array to Investigate Deep
Subduction, or NECsaids) by analyzing P-wave particle mo-
tion; we then compared our results with gyrocompass measure-
ments. We discussed various parameters that could improve the
accuracy of the fast-automatic process. Finally, we used syn-
thetic seismograms to investigate the effect of misorientation
in distorting waveforms and consider additional factors (seis-
mic anisotropy and dipping interfaces) that may influence the
measurement of misorientation. This study will help to stand-
ardize operation in installing permanent or temporary stations,
as well as provide a well-documented epoch-dependent analysis
of the misorientation of existing databases.

METHOD

The polarization of the P wave, when propagating in a homo-
geneous and isotropic layered medium, is linear (Lay and
Wallace, 1995). The particle motion of the P wave is along
the direction of ray path. The surface projection of a seismic
ray, which connects the source and the receiver along the great
circle path, defines the back azimuth (θc) at the station (Fig. 1).
Accordingly, P-wave energy is then distributed between the
vertical and radial components (P–SV system) and is absent
in the transverse component (SH system). Our misorientation
analysis is based on these basic features, which have been well
confirmed by analysis of long-period seismic records (Bor-
mann, 2012). As shown in Figure 1, the sensor misorientation
φ is defined as the clockwise angle between the geographic true
north direction and the sensor’s north component.

For a single seismic trace, the polarization of P waves can
be found by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the
covariance matrix over a time window spanning the first few
seconds following the direct P arrival (Jurkevics, 1988; Rost
and Thomas, 2002; Fontaine et al., 2009). The back azimuth
and the incident angle of the P wave are related to the eigen-
vector with the largest eigenvalue. If we assume that the three

components are mutually orthogonal (true orthogonality is
guaranteed by design for most modern broadband seismome-
ters), the back azimuth can be estimated simply by solving the
eigenproblem for the two horizontal components (Niu and Li,
2011). The covariance matrix C for the two horizontal com-
ponents with a time window (t1, t2) around the direct P wave
can be written as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df1;311;291

C � cNN cNE

cNE cEE

� �
; cij �

Z
t2

t1
ui�t�uj�t�dt i; j � N; E

�1�
in which u�t� is the horizontal component from the seismic
data. The back azimuth can be found by solving the eigenpro-
blem of jC − λI jV � 0, with I being the 2 × 2 identity matrix,
λ the eigenvalues, and V the corresponding eigenvectors. The
eigenvalues can be written as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df2;311;164λ � 1
2
�cNN � cEE �

������������������������������������������
�cNN − cEE�2 � 4c2NE

q
�: �2�

In the absence of noise, the covariance matrix C will only
have one nonzero eigenvalue, and the P-wave particle motion
will be linear. In the presence of noise, C has two nonzero
eigenvalues such that the ratio of the two defines the linearity
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▴ Figure 1. The coordinate systems and wave-propagation
direction (particle-motion direction or polarization) from source
to station in an ideal Earth. The clockwise deviation angle
between geographic north (north) and sensor orientation (BHN)
is defined as the misorientation (φ). θc is the back azimuth, cal-
culated from source–station geometry, and θa is the back azimuth
measured from P-wave particle motion (modified from Niu and Li,
2011).
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of the particle motion and is also an index for the noise level
(Niu and Li, 2011). The back azimuth is related to the eigen-
vector with the largest eigenvalue,

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df3;52;709θa � cot−1
cEE − cNN �

������������������������������������������
�cNN − cEE�2 � 4c2NE

p
2cNE

: �3�

This method for determining the back azimuth is called
principal component analysis (PCA), which is widely used in
single-station P-wave earthquake early warning (Lockman and
Allen, 2005; Noda et al., 2012). We use this simple method for
waveform quality control and as a primary estimation. For a
series of earthquakes recorded by one station, we define the
average value φPCA as the misorientation measurement from
the PCA method.

As mentioned above, the direct P-wave energy recorded on
the transverse component should be close to zero for an ideal
Earth. Therefore, we can also estimate the angle by rotating the
northeast coordinate system to the R-T coordinate under the
guiding principle that the best angle will minimize the P-wave
energy on the transverse component. Here, we use the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR)-weighted-multievent method (Niu and Li,
2011) to grid-search the best φ to minimize the energy in the
transverse component from a suite of events recorded at one
station. We choose events with magnitude larger than 5.5 and
epicentral distance range of 5°–90°. We define the value φminT
as the misorientation measurement from the minimizing trans-
verse energy method, which has been proven to be effective in
obtaining robust estimation of sensor orientation (Niu et al.,
2007; Niu and Li, 2011).

APPLICATION TO THE NECSAIDS ARRAY

Over the period 2011–2015, we installed around 60 temporary
broadband seismic stations (NECsaids array) in northeast
China (Fig. 2), though not all stations were functioning con-
currently. The NECsaids array was set up to study the details of
the upper-mantle structure beneath northeast China to better
understand the geometry and deep subduction process of the
Pacific slab. These stations were emplaced with two nearly
orthogonal profiles (north–south line and east–west line; sta-
tions are correspondingly named NS or EW), with average sta-
tion spacing of about 15–30 km, and with other sporadic
stations around these profiles (named as EN stations). All seis-
mometers are either STS-2/2.5 or Trillium T40/T120.

During the initial installation, the sensor orientations were
determined by magnetic compass with a site-specific declina-
tion correction. As mentioned above, this method for finding
true north could potentially have large errors due to the influ-
ence of magnetic material near the stations or an incorrect
declination (Ringler et al., 2013). During the period of obser-
vation, we inspected and serviced seismic stations about every
four months, including changing the recording medium,
getting metadata, and conducting necessary instrument mainte-
nance. Sometimes we need to reinstall or replace seismometers,
which can potentially change the orientations. To search for pos-

sible misorientations in the NECsaids Array, we applied the two
methods described above to analyze the epoch-dependent (each
maintenance begins a new station epoch) misorientations at
each station. The process for obtaining the sensor misorienta-
tion consists of three major steps: (1) data preparation and
preprocessing, (2) data quality control, and (3) measuring the
epoch-dependent sensor misorientation.

The first stage consists of preparing and preprocessing the
waveform data. We selected earthquakes with magnitude larger
than 5.5 and epicentral distance range of 5°–90°. We select
such a broad range of epicentral distances for several reasons.
First, we can check our results for internal consistency with
regard to distance. We find that the results from regional earth-
quakes are not biased with respect to those from the teleseismic
distance, which indicates that P-wave triplication has less effect
on our measurements. Second, at these distances, the effects of
epicentral mislocation can be ignored. For events with epicen-
tral distance less than 5°, the horizontal location uncertainty in
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) catalog may influence the
estimation of back azimuth, which later affects the measure-
ment of the misorientation (e.g., with 20 km mislocation,
the maximum difference between the calculated back azimuth
and the true back azimuth is around 2° for an epicentral dis-
tance of 5° but decreases to 0.3° for epicentral distance of 60°).
Third, being able to use events occurring at epicentral distances
ranging from 5° to 90° notably increases azimuthal coverage of
incoming rays. This helps us to rule out the influence of seismic
anisotropy and dipping interfaces (see Discussion). Finally, our
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▴ Figure 2. The NECsaids temporary seismic stations (triangles
and squares). The circles represent the earthquakes that oc-
curred in this region from the International Seismological Centre
catalog (see Data and Resources) from 13 April 1960 to 6 January
2016, colored by their depths. We analyzed the possible sensor
misorientation of all these stations using the P-wave particle mo-
tion method. Among them, the station sensor misorientations veri-
fied by fiber-optic gyrocompass on May 2015 are shown as gray
triangles and squares. The diamonds represent stations installed
in August 2014 or May 2015. The color version of this figure is
available only in the electronic edition.
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distance ranges cover the ranges of both Niu and Li (2011) and
Fontaine et al., (2009), which are based on epicentral distances
from 30° to 90° and from 10° to 70°, respectively. Next, we re-
moved the instrumental responses, converted the data to ground
velocity, and applied a zero-phase band-pass filter of 5–50 s to
the horizontal components. We then calculated the theoretical
direct P-wave travel times based on the 1D IASP91model (Ken-
nett and Engdahl, 1991) and windowed the waveforms between
−10 s and 10 s relative to each predicted arrival.

The second stage of data processing is data quality control.
Careful data quality control procedures are necessary to filter
out low-quality waveforms to ensure an accurate estimate of
misorientation. The selection is based on single-earthquake wave-
form SNR and PCA analysis. We calculated the SNR of each wave-
form and only selected those that had 0:5 × SNR�BHN�BHE� ≥ 2:5
for later analysis. We also calculated the ratio of the eigenvalues
for each event and removed those with ratio λmin=λmax > 0:2.

The remaining waveforms have highly linearized P-wave polari-
zation. After the automatic quality control, the remaining mea-
surements show a much smaller scatter for an individual station
(Fig. 3). Notice that there are two dominant single-earthquake
PCA estimations in EN06 station (Fig. 3), which suggests the
sensor orientation changed during the observation period. The
automatic data quality control will enhance the accuracy of fast-
automatic analysis.

The third phase of processing is to estimate the average
misorientation using the PCA method (φPCA) and the mini-
mizing transverse energy method (φminT ). An example is
shown in Figure 4c, in which triangles represent the single-
earthquake PCA measurement sorted by date and with earth-
quake magnitude (gray bars) and SNR (black open circles)
shown in the lower panel. The corresponding squares shown
in the upper panel are the cross-correlation coefficients be-
tween vertical and radial components. These serve as indexes
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▴ Figure 3. Single-earthquake principal component analysis (PCA): eigenvalue ratio and single-earthquake misorientation estimation as a
function of average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for EW06 and EN06 stations. The dashed line indicates 0:5 × SNR�BHN�BHE� � 2:5. The
eigenvalue ratio is defined as the ratio between minimum and maximum eigenvalue. With an automatic waveform quality control using
SNR and eigenvalue ratio, the remaining single-earthquake measurements have much smaller scatter. The gray lines on the right figures
highlight the dominant estimations.
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for the waveform quality and are expected to be close to one.
The average PCA measurement (φPCA) is about 3.8° with stan-
dard deviation of 3.1°. Figure 4b shows the result of the min-
imizing transverse energy method. For a suite of events
recorded by one station, we grid-search the misorientation an-
gle from −90° to 90° with an increment of 0.1°. We then de-
termine the angle at which the summed P-wave energy on the
transverse component reaches its minimum to be the misor-
ientation angle of the station. The uncertainty is estimated us-
ing the method described in Niu and Li (2011), which defines

it as the 95% confidence level for one degree of freedom for
each second of record. The minimizing transverse energy meas-
urement (φminT ) is 3.7° with 3.4° uncertainty and is shown as a
line in comparison with the PCA method in Figure 4c. The
gyrocompass measurement is 3.43°, which is very consistent
with our estimations (Fig. 4). The distribution of earthquakes
used in the study is shown in Figure 4a with varying shades
representing the difference between the single-earthquake PCA
and the minimizing transverse energy measurements. The
regular pattern of the difference with respect to azimuth indi-
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▴ Figure 4. An example showing the misorientation study using P-wave particle motion for station EW06. The upper left text indicates the
station code, number of earthquakes used, result from minimizing transverse energy method with standard deviation, result from PCA
method with standard deviation, and gyrocompass measurement. (a) Earthquakes used in this analysis. The different colors stand for the
deviation between the single-earthquake PCA measurement and the average minimizing transverse energy measurement. (b) For a suite
of events, the misorientation angle is determined by minimizing the summed energy of the transverse component. (c) The triangles
represent the single-earthquake PCA measurement sorted by date, with earthquake magnitude and SNR shown in the lower panel.
The corresponding squares in the upper panel are the cross-correlation coefficients between the vertical and radial components. This
serves as indexes for the waveform quality and is expected to be close to one after the misorientation correction. For comparison, the
minimizing transverse energy measurement is shown as a line. See text for details of the measurement. The color version of this figure is
available only in the electronic edition.
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cates that it is related to anisotropy or dipping structures be-
neath the station (see Discussion). The results for all of the
stations in the NECsaids Array are given inⒺ Table S1 (avail-
able in the electronic supplement to this article), with the aver-
age standard deviation being about 3.6°.

DISCUSSION

Benchmark: Misorientation Measurement Using a
Gyrocompass
To evaluate the reliability of the method, we directly measured
the orientations for the NECsaids Array stations (Fig. 2, gray
triangles and squares) with a fiber-optic gyrocompass (North
Finder NV-NF301 with an accuracy of�0:3° ) in May 2015 as
a comparison with our numerical analysis. Most of the mea-
surements were conducted at the location of the seismometer
using an STS-2-rod to align the sensor with the gyrocompass.
Because some sensors were located in narrow holes, the sensors’
north direction was first marked on the ground and the ori-
entation was subsequently measured, potentially increasing the
error in the measurements. The gyrocompass measurements
are also given in Ⓔ Table S1. As shown in Figure 5b, the mi-
sorientations determined in our study are very consistent with
the gyrocompass measurements, with a correlation coefficient
of 0.95. There is also high consistency between the φPCA and
φminT , with a correlation coefficient larger than 0.99 (Fig. 5a).
The high consistency between different methods indicates that
the P-wave polarization method is robust and accurate to mea-
sure the sensor misorientation.

Effect of Misorientation on Waveform
As previously mentioned, seismic sensor misorientation is a
universal problem even for the global and national seismic
networks operated by experienced field engineers. To study dis-
tortion of waveforms caused by misorientation, we generated
synthetic seismograms to investigate the variation in P-wave
amplitude on the radial component due to misorientation.
We calculated synthetic seismograms using the 1D IASP91
model (Kennett and Engdahl, 1991) and spectral-element
method (Nissen-Meyer et al., 2014) (source and station distri-
butions are shown in Fig. 6). We then rotated the R-T com-
ponents off the great circle path up to 30° and filtered the
waveform to 5–50 s. Next, we set a window for the radial-com-
ponent waveform from −5 to 5 s relative to the P wave and
calculated the maximum amplitude deviation ratio (we define
the ratio as j�jAmpmaxj − jAmpmisorientation

max j�j=jAmpmaxj) due
to misorientation.

As shown in Figure 6, a 10° misorientation would cause an
apparent 5% maximum amplitude change, and a 30° misorien-
tation would cause an amplitude change as large as 25%. (Here
we exclude the stations near the P-wave nodal direction,
because the low P-wave amplitude would result in large uncer-
tainty.) This suggests that it is impossible to correctly separate
the P–SV and SH energy without a sensor orientation correc-
tion when there is a large sensor misorientation. For true seis-
mological studies, one needs to consider additional concerns
such as the combined effect on station distribution or azimuth
coverage from misorientation at each station. The uncertainty
range from our P-wave polarization analysis is 3°–4°, consistent
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with that of Ekström and Busby (2008). Given the effects of
the anisotropy, dipping interface (see Effect of Anisotropy and
Dipping Interface), and the P-wave amplitude deviation ratio,
we would stress that effort should be made to orient sensors
within an error of 3°.

The Minimum Required Earthquake Number
The measurements in this study are based on a large dataset;
however, most temporary seismic experiments have an opera-
tion duration of around one year. Is it possible to offer reliable
misorientation measurements with the data available from just
one year? In this section, we analyzed the minimum number of
earthquakes that are required for a stable measurement using
the bootstrapping method (Efron and Tibshirani, 1991). In
each bootstrapping session, we randomly select m earthquakes
from the original database consisting of M earthquakes
(m ≤M), allowing duplicates. We then estimate the sensor mi-
sorientation for each new dataset. The mean misorientation is
obtained as the average of the trials, φ � 1=N

PN
i�1 φi, in

which N is the number of the bootstrapping trials (N � 200
for this study). As shown in Figure 7, the uncertainty decreases
as more earthquakes are used in the estimation. When the
earthquake number is greater than 10, the results become stable
and reach to the level of using all events. According to the
USGS statistics, the average number of the earthquakes world-
wide with magnitude greater than 6.0 is greater than 150 per
year. After filtering for epicenter distance and excluding earth-
quakes with low SNR and linear particle motion, we would still
expect to record more than 10 events within epicentral dis-
tance range of 5°–90° per year at any station, which would
be enough for a robust estimation using the P-wave polariza-
tion method.

Effect of Anisotropy and Dipping Interface
As mentioned earlier, the P-wave polarization analysis assumes
an ideal Earth with a homogeneous and isotropic layered struc-
ture. In such an ideal case, the angle of sensor misorientation
should be constant and independent of the azimuth of the in-
coming waves. However, in the real Earth, the inferred sensor
misorientation can be biased by several other factors, such as
seismic anisotropy and a dipping interface beneath the station.
These factors can introduce deviations in P-wave polarization,
which can strongly depend on the azimuth of the incoming
waves. Because earthquakes are located at various azimuths and
distances, the pattern of azimuthal dependence (e.g., Fig. 4a)
indicates that the 3D structure beneath the station is likely
related to such features.

Here, we evaluated the effects of anisotropy and dipping
interfaces by generating synthetic seismograms for anisotropic
and dipping models. We used a ray-based algorithm developed
by Frederiksen and Bostock (2000) to generate teleseismic syn-
thetic waveforms in a dipping anisotropic medium. We used
the strike and dip angle to describe the dipping interface
(Fig. 8a). For anisotropy, we studied the case of hexagonally
symmetric anisotropy, which can be fully described with five
elastic parameters (Levin and Park, 1997, 1998). These param-
eters are related to the strength of P- and S-wave anisotropy,
the trend and plunge of the anisotropic symmetry, and η, which
defines the shape of the velocity ellipsoid (Levin and Park,
1998; Frederiksen and Bostock, 2000) (Fig. 9a). In this study,
we assumed the velocity ellipsoid to be purely ellipsoidal, such
that η becomes a function of the percent of anisotropy, as
assumed in several previous studies (Levin and Park, 1998;
Sherrington et al., 2004; Porter et al., 2011).

As shown in Table 1, we mainly tested two types of mod-
els, one with a dipping interface and one with slow-unique axis
anisotropy in the crust. We generated synthetic seismograms
for different models with rays coming from different back azi-
muths. We computed the P-wave polarization for the synthetic
seismograms in the same manner as the data and plotted the
results as a function of back azimuth (Figs. 8 and 9).

The results from testing the dipping interface indicate a
two-lobed curve with a 360° periodicity (Fig. 8b). The change
of the strike of the interface produces a phase shift (Fig. 8c),
whereas the dip angle and epicentral distance will influence the
amplitude of deviation (Fig. 8b,d). The effect of the dipping
interface comes from the conversion of P–SH waves across the
interface. For a 15° dipping Moho, the maximum deviation is
around 10°. Fortunately, the Moho interface is relatively flat in
most locations. For a 15° dipping Moho, the depth change over
a 100 km horizontal distance would be as much as 26 km,
which is not the case for most regions. Therefore, the influence
of a dipping structure is expected to be relatively small for our
P-wave polarization analysis.

In the simplest layered anisotropic medium with a hori-
zontal symmetry axis, the result shows a four-lobed curve with
a 180° periodicity (Fig. 9b). Different trend (fast-axis) direc-
tions produce similar patterns but with a phase shift (Fig. 9c).
Rays coming from different epicentral distances show negli-
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gible variations (Fig. 9d). A change in plunge of the anisotropic
symmetry axis causes a deviation pattern in between the cases
of the isotropic dipping interface and horizontal symmetry axis
but with a larger amplitude than that of the horizontal axis
anisotropy (Fig. 9e). With a plunge around 90°, the pattern

converges to that of the isotropic case. We primarily tested
slow-unique axis anisotropy, which is often assumed for crustal
anisotropy studies. However, the effects of fast-unique axis
anisotropy are similar. We also tested a model with two aniso-
tropic layers corresponding to the crust and the upper mantle
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(Table 1, model M8). For two layers with the same strength of
horizontal anisotropy but different fast axis, the deviation is
dominated by the top layer (Fig. 9f ). A thorough discussion of
multiple layer anisotropy influence is beyond the scope of this
article. However, the influence of anisotropy is a local effect
within the range of one wavelength, and more complex pat-
terns of deviations are possible with multiple layer anisotropy
(Schulte-Pelkum et al., 2001; Schulte-Pelkum and Black-
man, 2003).

Seismic anisotropy is a fundamental characteristic feature
of the Earth (Mainprice, 2007). P-wave propagation in aniso-
tropic media produces a quasi-P wave where particle motion is
not parallel to the propagation direction (Crampin et al.,
1982). Algebraic analyses and numerical experiments show that

the deviation is less than 7° for even very strongly (30%) aniso-
tropic material (Crampin, 1981; Crampin et al., 1982). From
petrophysical modeling of P-wave polarization in minerals and
rocks, the deviation is shown to be less than 5° for 10% aniso-
tropic media (Schulte-Pelkum and Blackman, 2003). For the
range of anisotropic values postulated from observations for
the crust and uppermost mantle (less than 10%; Savage, 1999),
the influence of anisotropy on misorientation estimates is
found to be relatively small.

In general, if the earthquakes provide a good azimuthal
coverage, we can identify the pattern and average out the
impact of anisotropy and dipping interfaces. In another sense,
with good azimuthal coverage, we can also use P-wave polari-
zation measurements to analyze the anisotropy or dipping
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structure under a seismic station. For example, Schulte-Pelkum
et al. (2001) and Fontaine et al. (2009) used long-period
P-wave polarization to measure upper-mantle anisotropy,
which can be combined with other seismic studies such as SKS
measurements to give a better constraint on anisotropy and
dipping structure.

CONCLUSIONS

Concerns of sensor misorientation in global and national
seismic stations have been noted in many previous studies
(Ekström and Busby, 2008; Niu and Li, 2011; Ringler et al.,
2013; Rueda and Mezcua, 2015). In this study, we examined
the epoch-dependent sensor misorientation for our temporary
seismic array (NECsaids Array) using P-wave particle motion.
The misorientation values estimated by analyzing P-wave par-
ticle motion (PCA and the minimizing transverse energy
method) are highly consistent with the gyrocompass measure-
ments. We discuss various parameters (SNR, particle motion
linearity, the minimum number of earthquakes) that improve
the accuracy of the fast-automatic analysis. Finally, we discuss
factors, such as seismic anisotropy and dipping structure, that
can influence our analysis. Our results show the effects from
anisotropy or a dipping interface vary periodically with back
azimuth and, therefore, have limited influence on our misor-
ientation measurement. With good azimuthal coverage, the
P-wave particle motion method could also be used to study
anisotropy or dipping structure beneath the seismic stations.

Finally, this study will help to provide a well-documented
epoch-dependent analysis of misorientation for existing data-
bases, and aimed to increase awareness of misorientation when
installing permanent or temporary stations.

DATA AND RESOURCES

The NECsaids Array was deployed by the key project
41130416 and the general project 41474041 funded by the
National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC). The
NECsaids Array data from 2011 to 2014 will be available to
share after three years from the end of the NSFC 41130416
project (http://www.seislab.cn/, last accessed April 2016). Data
used in this study are available from us upon request. The
earthquake catalog was retrieved from the International Seis-
mological Centre website (http://www.isc.ac.uk, last accessed
January 2016). Sac2000 (Goldstein et al., 2003), Taup (Crot-
well et al., 1999), and Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) (Wessel
et al., 2013) were used for basic data processing and figure de-
velopment.
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Table 1
Model Parameters for Synthetic Tests of Anisotropy and Dipping Interfaces

H ρ V P V S Anisotropy Dipping Layer

Model (km) (g= cm3) (km=s) (km=s) Anisotropy (%) Trend (°) Plunge (°) Strike (°) Dip (°)
M1 33.0 2.92 6.50 3.75 — — — 90 0/5/10/15

— 3.32 8.04 4.47 — — — — —

M2 33.0 2.92 6.50 3.75 — — — 0/60/120 10
— 3.32 8.04 4.47 — — — — —

M3 33.0 2.92 6.50 3.75 — — — 90 10
— 3.32 8.04 4.47 — — — — —

M4 33.0 2.92 6.50 3.75 0/−5/−10/−15 0 0 — —

— 3.32 8.04 4.47 — — — — —

M5 33.0 2.92 6.50 3.75 −10 0/60/120 0 — —

— 3.32 8.04 4.47 — — — — —

M6 33.0 2.92 6.50 3.75 −10 0 0 — —

— 3.32 8.04 4.47 — — — — —

M7 33.0 2.92 6.50 3.75 −10 0 0/30/60/90 — —

— 3.32 8.04 4.47 — — — — —

M8 33.0 2.92 6.50 3.75 −10 0 0 — —

92.8 3.50 8.03 4.36 10 0 0 — —

134.0 3.50 8.03 4.36 — — — — —

— 3.65 8.20 4.48 — — — — —

Layers are listed from top to bottom. The bottom layer is assumed to be a half-space. Slashes indicate different cases in Figures 8
and 9, and dashes (—) indicate the data not available.
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